
Martian colony sites 
 

Introduction 
 
This book is a compilation of some of the images from my other published books, 
plus from some published papers. Many formations on Mars appear to be hollow, 
some also show possible walls that a roof could be constructed on. A hypothesis is 
that some of them were former habitats and that Mars was previously inhabited. To 
give some idea of the sheer number of these this book goes through about half of 
them. It would seem that just inhabiting these formations could fit hundreds of 
thousands of colonists or more. The atmosphere of Mars is still very thin, unless this 
was thickened with terraforming. So many of thse structures may not be strong 
enough to contain an atmosphere in a near vacuum, they may then require 
substantial repair and bracing. However if these were constructed it’s likely it was to 
withstand meteor impacts, and so may still be very strong. The segments are copied 
directly from the books and papers without alteration. Before each segment a 
commentary in italics is included on how it might be adapted to use in a colony. 
These formations appeared in a paper on hollow hill formations west of Olympus 
Mons.  

 

Free Standing Walls paper 

Hypothesis 

 

This structure could have a dome roof added to it, the walls appear to be in good condition. It 
is also set into the ground. 

 
In Figure 11 a house like shape is shown, it has 3 room shapes with each having an 
entrance at ground level. It has a larger main like entrance on the upper right. This 
could be used like a dwelling today by putting a dome over the walls. Some of the 
hills nearby may have retained a mud or cement dome over these kinds of 
depressions. It can also be a kind of pingo scar, the modified pingo may have 
collapsed leaving some of the artificial supports as these walls. These appear 
different to those shown in Figures 8 and 9, instead of an ice lens forming one 
rounded shape here it would have to form 3 with almost straight walls between 
them. Whether this is possible for an ice lens then is an important factor in falsifying 
the null hypothesis.  
 



This could also have been adapted from a pingo scar, the walls would have been 
reformed on the edges and then the interior walls created. A roof might have been 
made of vegetation or mud, then have collapsed and disappeared. The processes in 
Figures 5 and 6 could then have caused the pingo roof to collapse leaving the 
formation in Figure 11. However, the shape is not rounded at all unlike pingos in 
general so this shape tends to falsify the null hypothesis.  
 
Many similar walled shapes are in Figure 8, however all appear to be rounded 
without these straighter sides, and none seem to have these interior wall like ridges. 
These are also not related to typical polygonal shapes, also polygons are cracks while 
these are ridges. This then tends to falsify the pingo geological explanation. In Figure 
7 the top right formation appears to be a collapsed dome with a similar interior wall 
like ridge. These may then also have been braced to prevent collapse. Figures 2 and 3 
show Earth pingos, these are developing cracks and polygons prior to collapse. This 
formation does not connect to other polygons like in Figure 3. If this was then 
formed with polygons then the others would have to disappear by some mechanism.   
 

 
 

Figure 11. Three room like partitions.  

 

In Figure 12 B shows a collapsing hollow hill. The roof appears to be a dome, perhaps 
parabolic. The smooth surface may mean the upper layer has degraded, this is seen in other 
hollow hills in states of collapse. It may be also be a form of cement. A shows a collapsed 
segment in between two roofs with a similar texture to B.  

 



Figure 12 shows the house like formation in Figure 11, the hills to its right have 
unusual summits on highly unusual shapes for pingos. They may then be hollow as 
buildings that did not collapse. The central part of the hill appears to be a different 
lighter material, the darker areas around it may have been built up. Alternatively, 
the summits may have been patched if these were collapsing pingos, the depressions 
in the summit show no signs of cracks or polygons associated with their 
deformation. If this is hollow then it is likely to remain intact, if artificial then it may 
hold clues of this proposed extinct civilization. They have no real resemblance to 
Figures 2,3, 4, and 7.  
 
In the hill to the right some parts seem to have subsided showing a T shaped ridge at 
A. This is like the interior walls in the depression, it implies they are related 
formations. This dome then may be in the process of collapsing or has been patched 
with interior walls. If it is collapsing, then the sediment may eventually degrade and 
fill up the remaining scar like the 3 roomed depression. For example, if the roof was 
made of mud, as is used for construction in some parts of Earth, then when it 
collapsed it could completely disintegrate into soil. When the paleoseas sublimated, 
and moved to the poles, these roofs might have experienced severe storms that 
broke them up into mud leaving the walled depressions. The flat floor in these 
depressions could be from the roof where it dissolved into mud then solidified. 
These hills are similar to the Earth pingos in Figures 3, 4, and 7 but in each case as if 
the degraded surface was patched. There is an impression of a darker skin that 
surrounded the summits coming to an unusual point shape at B, this exposes a 
different lighter material underneath it further towards the summit. C and D also 
show the unusual shape of the whole formation, the two hills almost form a S shape. 
The Earth pingo examples have nothing like this difference in albedo, how two 
dissimilar layers could form like this is unknown and may falsify the null 
hypothesis. The depressions are quite deep in the roof on the bottom right at E, 
however this has not left a hole. If the depression is a natural pingo scar then it is 
unlikely this hill would have subsided without leaving a cavity.  
 

 



 

Figure 12. An overview of the area 

 

Two rooms 
 
In Figure 13 A is another hollow with walled sides, a dome might be fitted to this. B appears 
to be another hollow hill partially collapsed, the markings on the roof may indicate how the 
roof is constructed. C may be a collapsed hill, the straight ridge down its middle may be how 
the roof was supported. If so then similar struts may be in other hills. The lower part of C 
may still be intact, also the smaller hills under it may also be hollow to use as habitats. 
Smaller hills may be more useful as they could be easier to seal. D shows a long segment of 
the roof which may be a patch, or it is collapsing. There may also be tunnels connecting these 
hills which could still be usable. There are many indications of tunnels going into these hills, 
also surface tubes with hollow gaps in them.  
 
Figure 13 shows a similar house like shape at A with more wavy sides, these arcs can 
make walls stronger. There is a central wall to hold up the possible former roof. This 
appears to be different to a pingo scar because of its unusual shape, the walls are of 
approximately constant height and width not like debris. The shape is rounded in 
some parts but is straight on the base, this is not circular like a typical pingo. The 
central wall is also problematic for how an ice lens would form the shape of the 
pingo scar.  
 
The other hills at B and D also show ridges along them similar to the ridge in the 
depression, this could be where subsidence is causing the central walls to become 
visible. The hill to the upper right has a squarish shape at B on it like walls showing 
through. It is the most similar to a circular pingo shape such as in Figures 2 and 3. 
Just above this depression at C could be another one filled completely with soil, this 
is also not a natural pingo scar shape. The hill to the left appears to have a curved 
wall at D showing through on its upper surface. Figures 8 and 9 also showed walled 
depressions that may be natural, but they are very rounded like an ice lens might be 
expected to make. The hills B and D have depressions on their surfaces like in the 
Earth pingo in Figure 2, but the settling is not accompanied by visible cracks like it 
has been patched. 
 
 
 



 
Figure 13. A Hollow with wavy sides and collapsing hills.  

 
Heart shaped depression 

 

A dome could also be constructed on this formation in Figure 14, there is an entrance at the 
bottom. Constructing a dome might be more effective in some case if an established roof is of 
unknown strength.  

 
Figure 14 shows a heart shaped formation with the same kind of walls, also with an 
entrance at the bottom. The hill on the right also shows signs of subsidence like a 
pingo, but with no cracks and no central area where an ice lens would be degrading. 
The ground inside this depression appears to be very similar to that outside it, 
perhaps this was a completely constructed wall rather than a walled depression. 
This is again very different to the shapes in Figures 8 and 9, the usually rounded ice 
core is unlikely to form this sharp vertex of the heart shape.  
 



 
Figure 14. A heart shaped hollow. 

A single room 
 
A in Figure 15 shows another pit which could have a dome constructed on it. B is the heart 
shaped pit shown again. C to F may show another construction method, smaller hills may 
have had the spaces between them filled in to make an apparent single hill. If so then some of 
these may be easier to use initially, they would be smaller and easier to pressurize, also the 
roof being long and narrow may be easier to repair.  
 
Figure 15 shows another kind of shape with the same walls at A, each wall has about 
the same height and thickness. The heart shaped depression is at B, the same kind of 
process such as a growing ice core, would have to create these two different shapes. 
The hill at C is the one in Figure 14, the other hill has a similar shape but here the 
depressions appear to have collapsed at De, E, and F. This is then not a pingo as ice 
cores are rounded and circular not shaped like corridors. It looks then like separate 
hills were bridged with some kind of covering, such as mud or cement. This is 
perhaps degrading in Figure 14 but collapsed in Figure 15. Some natural process 
would otherwise have to create these hollow shapes between hills, which appears to 
be unknown in geology.  
 



 
Figure 15. Curved walls and an entrance.  

 
The pits in Figure 16 could all be used to construct domes, the large hill in the center may be 
an intact hill over one of these pits. Also in these pits there are signs of interior supports 
where they may have connected to the roof. There are indications of entrances in the walls 
around them, similar entrances may be in the central hill. The grooves around these hills may 
have been tunnels, and so some may be intact going into this hill. They may also have been 
roads, used so they become like ruts in the ground. The large hill in the bottom left may also 
be hollow, the roof is flat and appears to be settling.  
 
Figure 16 is an example of some Kaarst lakes or pingo scars in the Mackenzie Delta 
Canada. As shown these can have angular shapes like in Figure 15. Figures 3 and 4 
are also surrounded by lakes, these can form from water leaking out of a pingo as it 
degrades. A lake generally would not have these walls, and a pingo tends to be 
round not with these angled corners. Some of these depressions could then be lakes, 
but something then would have to form these regular walls around them. If artificial 
they may have been designed to hold water, but then the entrances are problematic 
unless they are from erosion.  
 
The hill in the bottom left has a wall like ridge on its surface, perhaps showing signs 
of collapsing. A shows another pit with an entrance, also with regular walls around 
it. B shows an irregular pit shape with walls, the mound may have been a support 
for the mud dome. C also has walls and an entrance as do D and E. Figure 6 shows 
how these should form if they were pingo scars, but again they have straighter sides 
than the formation in Figures 8 and 9. The hill between B and D has a depression 
around it similar to that formed by water leaking out of a pingo. There are no visible 
polygons that would fit into these angular pit shapes. B has a mound inside it similar 
to proposed pingos Figure 8, but this is on the edge of the shape.  
 



 
Figure 17. Multiple hollows. 

A central mound for support 
 
This formation gives an insight into the strength of the roof, if artificial this would have only 
had the large support in the middle. Connected to this on the right may be part of the old roof, 
also some of the walled edges are at an angle like they were part of the roof as well. Some of 
these hills may have very large interiors if the roof is parabolic. 
 
Figure 18 also has angular shaped walls with an entrance, this us unlike a typical 
rounded pingo shape. These angled walls could have connected to a pingo domes 
such as in Figure 2, however the internal shape is not likely to have been an ice lens. 
The central mound could have been a natural formation that acted as a support for 
the roof, it could also have been a growing pingo.  To the right of this central mound 
there appears to be an attached part of the former roof. If this was a growing pingo 
inside an old pingo scar then it should not have this part of the old pingo roof 
connected to it.  
 



The depression may be filled to some degree from this roof material, however as 
with all these depressions there are no signs of large fragments, polygons, such as in 
Figure 2, or broken supports for a roof. It’s likely then the roof, if there was one, was 
made of mud or organic materials that could disintegrate. It’s unlikely a roof would 
have collapsed when there was high wind otherwise there would be a pile of this 
soil, or dunes, on one side of these depressions. Figure 13 does appear to contain 
some duns, these may be from the roof material.  If the ocean was sublimating as 
Mars cooled then this might still have produced a lot of wind and rain with the 
atmosphere becoming humid, the rain or the humidity itself might then soften the 
mud roofs. The rain water might have quickly sublimated again, but it should have 
taken a long time for the triple point of water to have been passed. Extreme weather 
then was likely at this time. This formation is similar to some in Figure 8, however it 
is not a regular polygon shape.  
 

 
Figure 18. A hollow with a central support.  

 

Single wall supports 
 
These may al show interior supports from a former roof. It also indicates many of these were 
divided into rooms, but much larger than we would use. In some of these walls there may 
have been doors to connect the rooms. The top left pit may have part of the roof still intact on 
the right.  

http://spsr.info/spsrwiki/index.php?title=File:Enclosure6.PNG


 
Figure 19 shows 3 more, each with straight walls in them as if to hold up a roof. In 
this area, virtually every depression has this unusual kind of shape with walls and 
central supports unlike in pingo scars. If Figure 8 were pingos then they are very 
different from these. The hills all appear to have the same unusual shapes often with 
wall like ridges showing on their surfaces. This implies either some unknown 
geological explanation or artificial modifications to natural formations. Further away 
from this area there are no depressions like this, and hills revert to normal shapes. 
Figures 11 and 13 have pits with similar interior ridges, there is a strong connection 
between the outline of these pits and the hills nearby. It implies then that the pits 
formed from some of these hills or vice versa, but these are not typical pingo shapes 
such as with Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 19. central walls in each depression 

 

A rectangular depression 
 
The sides of this are again at an angle like they were connecting to a curved roof. Insides may 
be remains of an interior support holding up the roof.  
 

http://spsr.info/spsrwiki/index.php?title=File:Enclosure7.PNG


Figure 20 shows a walled depression that is almost rectangular, it may have been a 
perfect rectangle but was distorted by uneven weathering of the sides. Outside this 
wall the ground seems to be increasing in elevation as a slope like in Figure 18, this 
continued upwards would give a rounded hill shape. It is similar to one of the lakes 
in Figure 16, however the walls around it imply it is a pingo scar. This is not a 
polygon shape like some in Figure 8. It may be a pingo was artificially hollowed out 
inside to a squarish shape, and then it later collapsed to an unusual pingo scar shape. 
 

 
Figure 20. A rectangular hollow with walls.  

 

A trapezoidal depression 
 
The central band may be an intact room, the trapezoidal collapsed area implies the roof above 
it has a similar depression.  
 
Figure 25 shows a trapezoidal wall shape with an entrance, the hill to its right has a 
trapezoidal shaped section of its roof. This also has near vertical walls like another 
walled depression, unlike the more shallow sides of an ice lens like in Figure 13. If 
this roof collapsed, then it might have turned to soil and we would see a walled 
depression like next to it. The roof shape has a gentle arc shape, perhaps to give its 
strength similar to the left hill in Figure 23.  
 



These formations should be created by similar geological processes; however, one 
part is a walled depression and other is an unusually shaped hill with wall like sides. 
Above this hill is another section with a lower elevation but part of the overall shape, 
this part may have subsided. In some of the subsided parts of these roofs the mud 
may have sagged rather than broken, this would give a depressed area on the roof. 
To the right of this proposed intact roof this may be a collapse area, it could be 
broken pieces of the roof and ridges that held it up. This trapezoidal shape is not like 
those in Figure 8, there are some similar shapes in Figure 2 but this is a single 
depression not part of a set of polygons.  
 
 

 
Figure 25. An unusual shape with walls and an entrance.  

 

A peeled back roof 
 

http://spsr.info/spsrwiki/index.php?title=File:Enclosure9.PNG


This indicate how thin the roofs may have been and also how resilient. It appears to have 
flipped over onto the roof, leaving the room under it exposed on the left. The entrance is 
visible and is quite wide, these other hills may have similar entrances we cannot see from 
above. It implies the doorway may have been extensively used, a large entrance like this may 
have been hard to seal in a dust storm for example. On the right a second room may be 
exposed, its roof may have also flipped over. A wave for example may have caused one side to 
flip over, then the other side as it rolled back. This formation is closer to the former sea than 
most of the others, but a similar broken roof may explain many of the other walled pits.  
 
Figure 34 looks like the roof has peeled up from the left and over onto the main roof. 
If this was a mud roof, then it might have been softened by the rain enough to be 
peeled back by the wind. This would also explain how they seem to have collapsed 
in some areas, the mud may have softened but perhaps had some reinforcement that 
bent. This is hard to explain with the pingo model as shown in Figures 5 and 6, the 
ice lens would have to push up this layer of rock but then leave it pliable enough to 
flip over like it was a cloth. There doesn’t seem to be any kind of sediment in Earth 
geology that could flip over like this without breaking, the natural hypothesis would 
appear again to be falsified. Also, the rest of the formation did not collapse even 
after this piece flipping over, the stress required to do this doesn’t seem to have even 
cracked the rest of the formation.  
 

 
Figure 34. A possible peeled back roof.  

 



In Figure 35 these shapes are shown. A shows where there is an entrance shape, like 
on many others of these pits. B shows the mottled appearance like some collapsed 
roofs have, there seems to have been a hollow area to its right as well. The walls are 
highly degraded here, this may give some insight into what they were made of. The 
remains appear to be like posts, which may have had material connecting them.  
 
C and show how similar these two sections are, the dark outline could be folded 
back over and closely cover the light grey area. The side angles are about the same 
with the upper part of A and B, and the lower parts like a symmetrical hinge. E 
shows another amphitheater shape making it the tenth. This section would then 
appear to be like the collapsing pingo in figure 12, but again with concentric rings 
not separate rocks like in Figure 38. This then looks like a rounded pingo in some 
ways but it is part of this overall non-round hill. The ice lens would have had to 
heave up in this section to form the rounded shape but the rest of the hill also 
formed by this ice lens is the same height but didn’t form these arcs.  
 
To peel a roof like this on Earth would require very strong wind, perhaps on Mars it 
was associated with the extinction of life there. Figures 11, 13, 14, and 17 have 
hollows like exposed on the left of this formation but with no roof. Perhaps their 
roofs were torn off in the same way or in the same event, rather than being peeled 
over like this. As this paleosea sublimated there could have been extreme weather 
that caused the peeling effect on many of these hills, probably coming from the north 
as the more damaged side. The flipping over of the roof however would have been 
caused by high winds from the west. It can then give a glimpse into the conditions 
these formations went through. It would be difficult to assess these conditions 
geologically otherwise. 
 



 
Figure 35. The peeled roof annotated.  

 
In Figure 36 the distances between the vertices of this shape are shown. AB is the 
same line length as DE, if this section peeled over then it would have fitted here 
precisely. AF and FE are a different shade to distinguish them from AB and DE, this 
is the same line flipped over. Not only does it fit very well but the angles AFC and 
EFC are close to each other. BC and CD are the same line flipped again, they show 
how closely this could have fitted. Again, the angles BCF and DCF are very similar 
to each other. The distance from C to F is about 600 meters, 
 This makes the interior of these formation quite large. However, the Martian gravity 
is only 38% of our own so building materials can be thinner according to the square 
of this difference. In round terms if the Martian gravity is 1/3 of our own then 
materials in a dome like this could be 9 times thinner, or be much weaker compared 
to our own buildings.  
 



 
Figure 36. Equal sides and angles  

 
Figure 37 shows this formation from D22_035927_2228, the impression of the peeled 
back section is also clear. The entrance shown as A in Figure 35 is also clearer. The 
amphitheater like concentric circles again appear to be showing through this flap. 
 



 
Figure 37. The peeled back section 

 
In CTX image B20_017374_2216 the appearance of a peeled over layer is more 
striking, shown in Figure 38. The upper entrance is also clearly shown. The roof 
would have been very thin as the arcs under it of the possible Corbel dome are 
showing through it. The walls are highly degraded here, they may have been broken 
by the same forces that flipped over part of the roof. Other pits with walls are further 
to the East, the paleosea to the west may have flooded this area causing this damage. 
Figure 10 shows the positions of these formations, to the west of this the elevation is 
lower as the position of this former paleosea. This then may be why they end 
abruptly along this line, they may have been on the edge of the water or may have 
been destroyed by waves from it.  



 
Figure 38. The peeled over layer is clearer  

Image P19_008513_2178 
 
The lower hill has most of its rooms exposed, this could be repaired with a new roof. Going up 
along the right side of the hill above it appears to be a corridor, this may lead to another room 
or it could have been filled with sand from dust storms. Some of these hills may need to be 
cleared of dust and sand before being used. There may be an intact tube leading to the upper 
hill. The proximity to the craters may mean there are entrances to them as well, if Mars is 
terraformed then some of these craters may function again as dams. Many of the crater floors 
are smooth and may be surfaced with cement to hold water. The middle hill has a cavity 
leading to the crater on its left, this may be a collapsed corridor.  
 
In Figure 56 the bottom has partially collapsed showing the interior, all three hills 
seem be connected like with a corridor. The middle hill appears to have a large crack 
running along its right side, similar to cracks in the bottom hill. It implies the middle 
hill is hollow. Its shape is not like the pingo in Figure 3 being more like a rectangle. 
There is a finger of rock pointing into the center on the lower hill, if there was an ice 
lens holding this up previously then it should have broken. So, this indicates there is 
rock under this finger where the ice lens should have been.  
 



 
Figure 56. Collapsed hill 

 

There may be two collapsed hills here, A gives an indication of what the entrances can look 
like. Spotting a small entrance can be difficult, they would have also have been easier to block 
or use a door. B may have been a wider entrance, the roof appears to collapsed into the room. 
C may be a corridor to the upper hill, this has partially collapsed. The lower hill may be a 
good candidate for a colony. 
 
Figure 58 shows a pit on the left with a straight ridge running down its middle, this 
may have been part of a support for the roof. It is shaped more like a slice of bread 
with a circular top, then straight on the sides and bottom. This would be typical for 
making artificial walls that are straight, but an ice cored should be circular. Part of 
the pit has the mottled appearance like some of the hills losing their smooth skin. In 
the middle of the image there is a pit with part of a roof on it, this connects with an 
intact fragment to the upper hill. This has the same mottled appearance in its upper 
side like it has collapsed as well. On the bottom of the image would be an intact hill. 
It is similar to Figure 7 but the formations are not circular like a typical pingo.  
 
 



 
Figure 58. Pits and partially collapsed hills  

 
A good view of an interior support, a similar support may also be used in the upper hill.  
 
Figure 59 shows a triangular shaped put with walls around it, and a central wall 
support. There seems to be an entrance at the vertex of the triangle. The small hill 
seems to have the same kind of central ridge running through it, implying it may be 
hollow as well. It seems to have a small curve through it like the larger hill, it also 
lines up closely with it like a straight line could be drawn through the two of these 
ridges. The smaller hill has the same approximate shape as the larger pit. A pingo 
scar such as those shown in Figure 6 would not have this central ridge.  
 



 
Figure 59. Open pit with walls around it  

 

Esp_017374_2210 
 
E shows the left edge of a collapsed segment, the hill B on the left of this may still be intact. E 
also shows a corridor, this may lead to rooms to be explored up the image. 
 



So far there have been few HiRise images taken of these formations, Figure 63 shows 
another of these walled depressions next to a hill. This is again very unlike a pingo 
such as Figure 3, nor like the rounded shapes of palsas such as in Figure 4. A shows 
a decaying wall under the higher resolution, B shows the probably hollow hill it is 
connected to. C shows another hollow that connects to the larger two depressions 
with two walls like the one at D. E shows an apparently collapsed corridor going 
from one depression into the main hill, hard to explain geologically. It then looks 
like a corridor connecting the various rooms in the overall building. This should not 
be a fault or Riedel shear because it does not extend in both directions to show a 
slippage.  
 

 
Figure 63. A corridor. 

 



Hhh18 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Smaller habitats may have been formed by bridging the gaps between hills. Some are exposed, 
such as A, E, and F. B may be partially collapsed, D may show an intact corridor to be 
investigated.  
 
A shows a line narrow pale area, it may be a patch or a collapsed cavity. B is a 
similar stripe. C shows an irregular dark shape above the pale material, it is however 
only around the hills not further out. So a sandstorm could not do this without 
covering the area above A,B, and C. D shows 4 more possible patches, E is all dark 
on one side and F shows another long cavity. G shows a dark hill above the same 
kind of pale material, this would not have eroded from the hills because they are not 
big enough.  
 

 
 

Hp51 

 

Hypothesis 

 



These may be all collapsed habitats, with some exceptions like the hills at H and L.  
 
Many pits, probably former hollow hills are shown. A has a large interior support 
still standing but the rest seems to have fallen into pits. C and F have some structure 
remaining, H appears to be largely standing with a patch or cavity on its roof. It may 
be some shapes lasted longer, like a more conventional rounded dome here. When 
the shape becomes too elongated it may have points of weakness where it will crack 
first, bringing down the rest. L is more rounded and has survived, as well as parts of 
O. Engineers could consider how to model this terrain, then construct dome shapes 
on these pits. This may give insights into which would have been more stable. There 
are few interior supports here which may have caused the problems, however these 
may well have collapsed after the atmosphere had frozen. 
 

 
 

Hp52 

 

Hypothesis 

 
More collapsed habitats, J is a good example of the interior supports used in larger hills. 
 



So many hollow hills have collapsed here, it is on the eastern edge of the Hecates 
area nearer the ancient ocean. A tsunami from a meteor impact may have caused 
this. B and C show interior supports, A may have faint signs of one. E seems to have 
4 interior supports but still collapsed, with no debris it may have been washed away. 
H and I may have had an interior support, J up to 6. Sociologists might consider why 
some hollow hills were much bigger than others, whether this was for the creatures 
to gather in or because some were wealthier. Often there are very large hills with 
settled sections on the roofs, then there are smaller hills around them.  
 

 
 

Hp53 

 

Hypothesis 

 
H may be the only hill that has not collapsed here, worth investigating.  
 
Many more pits here, to the left of the A line there appears to be an entrance. B and 
C are somewhat heart shaped which is a recurring motif with these pits. H shows an 
intact hollow hill that seems to reach out and join to a crater, called a hilled crater 
here. This may have been to use the water in the hill, perhaps there were tunnels 
directly into the side of the crater. It is also problematic for geologists, a crater is 
supposed to impact randomly. This hill could not have known to be exactly in this 
position, as if it is catching a ball in a mitt. Also the crater is flattened on the hill side 
like it has been rebuilt there.  
 



 
 

Hp57 

 

Hypothesis 

 
C appears to have higher sides, a dome might be added as a roof. 
 
A has a sharper point than most pits, the narrow pale area may have been an 
entrance. C is also built up more on the lower side. Some of the pale mounds in this 
area might be small habitats.  
 



 
 

Hp65 

 

Hypothesis 

 
D at 7 o’clock and F at 4 o’clock appear to be intact, also similar in size to the pits around 
them. D may have had its roof partially collapse.  
 
A has a straight edge on its left side, the right side of it seems to be full of material 
perhaps from the collapsed roof. C has much thicker walls so this is more of a cavity 
than a pit. D shows a walled hill on the lower side and a pit above it. F shows a pit 
with a tube going into the walled hill, also called a tubed hill here, it has a similar flat 
roof to D. It may have been part of E as one large hill. 
 



 
 

Hp68 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A has partially collapsed but may have intact rooms. C may also be partially intact, it 
connects to the large pit or dam at D. F shows another collapsed area but above this may have 
intact rooms.  
 
A appears to show the interior supports sticking through the settled roof, as if ready 
to collapse. D looks like a very artificial pit with straight walls, though it may have 
had a dome for a roof, it also seems to be connected to C. There also seems to be a 
connection to the crater E. The mottled surface is also seen in many areas, it appears 
in some cases like many corridors are going through it. This may have been a 
construction technique to make much wider habitats by using many more interior 
supports. 
 



 
 

Cymhh200b 

 

Hypothesis 

 

These may be walls of an ancient city, if so then some intact rooms may still exist particularly 
at G. This area appears to be a hill or pyramid, roughly a square with some walls pointing 
towards the apex. These may extend down to D at 2 o’clock, also at 8 o’clock there may be 
intact roofs for investigation. Above F and to its upper right there may be more intact buried 
rooms.  

 



Many hills in this area have room like shapes in them as shown. These may have 
been for strength like a honeycomb design or for habitation. A shows some rooms to 
the left of the dividing ridge, B shows them on the other side. Many of these have 
right angles and similar areas like human buildings. B appears to have some height 
as if these walls extending up higher in some areas but eroded down. Between A 
and B there is a ridge, perhaps an interior support for the hollow hill that extends up 
to E and another ridge. C shows other room shapes with more irregular angles. With 
uneven terrain these may have also been uneven, using other than right angles. 
Large areas, as B shows however, are as regular as any human city layout. Many old 
cities would also have irregular streets like C, these may then have been roads or 
paths inside the hill not just walls. For example there may have been rooms and then 
on top of the walls they could have connected to roads or tunnels. We do something 
similar with roads over underground buildings like bus depots in human cities. 
While some are very regular with right angles it is not a refutation of the room 
hypothesis that others are less regular. Some also appear to have gaps in the walls 
like doors or entrances, however if the top of the wall is intact the doors would not 
be visible from space above them. D shows a hill at 9 o’clock that appears to be 
eroding, at 12 o’clock it shows clear wall shapes, and at 1 o’clock more pale material 
covering them. This may have been a floor or ceiling for the walls, and then another 
layer of walls. Often this appears to be the case with much higher sections still 
having walls. E shows these walls with some pale material covering parts of them it 
implies this material is eroding and showing the wall structures. In some areas, as 
will be shown, these walls also erode away leaving bare ground and sometimes pits. 
F appears to be a higher wall casting a shadow on its lower side.  
 
 

 
 
 



Cymhh203c 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This formation is close to others with more rectangular walls. The dark areas may be gaps 
between walls as well.  
 
These walls are more like a tetrahedron than cubes, A shows bare walls and a nexus 
of walls partially covered by ceiling material. B also shows a nexus of walls with 
hollows around it. Six walls appear to come together at C. D shows a triangle of 
walls with one bisecting the base. E shows a corner of two walls with a hollow 
inside, between D and F it is like a rectangular shallow box suspended by some 
walls. 
 

 
 

Cymhh203c2 

 



Hypothesis 

 
This shows the possible squarish shape suspended by other walls.  
 

 
 

Cymhh209i 

 

Hypothesis 

 

The area between F and H could have many intact rooms, the walls are seen as grooves along 
the surface. This may be the tops of the walls, some of the roofs have settled and collapsed. 
From E to G the walls are clearer as if the roofs have collapsed, C appears to have intact roofs. 
With so many possible rooms many of this could have artefacts of archaeological interest.  

 



This shows many room shapes, A is a wall on the edge of the collapsed hollow hill. B 
shows a wall at 1 o’clock and a room at 5 o’clock. C shows a connecting wall to A 
and B with more rooms. D shows a larger wall that may be a collapsed tube, it has a 
hollow running down it. E shows more horizontal walls, F, G, and H show many 
rooms most with right angles. A tube like D might have been used to travel longer 
distances, there may be tubes like this under H at 2 o’clock. Also there may have 
been tubes above this area which have already eroded away.  
 

 
 

Cymhh209o 

 

Hypothesis 

 

These are nearly indistinguishable from constructed rectangular walls, we could put roofs on 
these and form colonies with separate room for families. Each room is in the tens of meters in 
size. Around F and below there is the appearance of these rooms having roofs. They gradually 
blend into the higher areas as the walls disappear, some are full of debris in this transition as 
if their roofs collapsed. Above B may also have some intact roofs, E may be a line of intact roof 
as it zig zags in shape like the walls. D at 7 o’clock may also have intact rooms, a dome over 
the formation at 4 o’clock could cover 10 rooms in an oval shape.   

 



A shows many rooms, also the walls here appear to be doubled or are collapsed 
tubes. This is important for the room hypothesis, if someone could go to each room 
in these tubes then each is accessible. If not then how many could be used is 
problematic. The thicker ridges also appear hollow at some points elsewhere, B 
shows a main tube that has some collapsed areas along it. C shows an area that may 
have eroded to the bare ground, there are faint walls here the same as in the other 
parts. C at 11 o’clock has very high walls as see from the shadows. Engineers could 
calculate the height of these walls from the shadow knowing the sun angle from 
HiRise. The higher the wall the longer the shadow would be inside the room. At C at 
8 o’clock the walls are lower as if eroding. D at 5 o’clock shows a rounded formation 
of rooms like a nexus, at 8 o’clock the walls have collapsed apparently leaving some 
pillars standing in some cases. E shows a zig zag in this wall or tube, as if the access 
to it gives straight sections for the entrances. F shows areas where the ceiling appears 
to have either fallen onto the walls or is still secured above them in parts.  
 

 
 

Cymhh209p 

Hypothesis 

 

A shows walls that are distinct, but perhaps eroded. B may show a line of intact rooms going 
to the right, this might be reimaged at higher resolution. Under C there may also be intact 
rooms, at 7 o’clock a room seems to have collapsed showing interior details. E at 8’clock may 
also show intact rooms, to the left the walls are visible again.  

 



More rooms at right angles are shown at A, B has a dark line along it as if it is a 
collapsed tube. This would give access to the rooms at A. C shows this tube at 7 
o’clock, at 2 o’clock these may also be tubes as they connect to it. At D the shadow in 
them continues like a collapsed tube. They may also not have been designed to have 
a roof but be two separate walls to form corridors. E  at 11 o’clock shows another 
tube connected to this nexus , at 8 o’clock is a pit perhaps from erosion or exposing a 
lower layer of rooms as the ceiling collapses.  
 

 
 

Cymhh211d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This is much more chaotic, F and H appear to show hollows under the surface. These may be 
levels of intact rooms, or it is like a foam of beams and walls. A then may be the top level with 
intact ceilings. E and G appear to show more deep hollows, E at 10 o’clock may be intact 
ceilings. B may also be intact ceilings, here there seems to be a pale material like dust with the 
wall tops perhaps casting dark shadows in grooves.  
 



This shows many more rooms and also lower layers of rooms. A shows the ceiling at 
5 o’clock is more intact, at 4 and 7 o’clock they connect to the edge of the pit and may 
also extend to habitats underground. B is the opposite, a pale material with dark 
lines in similar shapes to the rooms. These may be either the ceiling material has 
collapsed onto walls or this is a decayed floor. C shows more rooms with the ceiling 
material  still covering them. D shows how there are details in these hollows like 
lower down walls and rooms, particularly at 12 o’clock. E shows more rooms with 
deep hollows, at 10 and 11 o’clock it appears to be three dimensional. F shows a 
ceiling above the hollows at D at 12 o’clock. F at 5 and 6 o’clock appear to show 
decaying walls as these holes grow. G also gives the impression that these walls are 
in the hollows and connecting to each other in unseen ways. G at 10 o’clock may 
appear to be entangled because it is wreckage of walls which have collapsed in these 
hollows. This is shown from above with H.  
 

 
 

Cymhh212b 

 

Hypothesis 

 



This also appears to have a three dimensional shape, the impression at A is like a 
HiRise being eroded at an angle exposing rooms throughout it. This might then be 
say 10 stories high with rooms. B appears to show large bridges suspended in the air 
at 9 o’clock going down to more rooms collapsed at 6 o’clock. At 1 o’clock it may be 
a ceiling is still on these rooms. Areas like this might be idea for colonization, if these 
walled areas can be pressurized. Many of these holes in the walls might be at least 
patched much more easily than building new habitats. C at 6 and D at 8 o’clock also 
appear to show three dimensional buildings. C at 9 o’clock may be collapsed ceiling 
material and at 12 o’clock more large tubes. E also appears three dimensional with 
buildings. Between F and G there are many more walls and hollow three 
dimensional areas.  
 

 
 

Cymhh212c 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This not only appears 3 dimensional but the walls seem to be much higher. A may be ceiling 
material, so under this may be the size of the rooms under it. B may also be remaining ceiling 
material. By reimaging these ceilings it may give insights into their construction methods. C 
seems to be a different kind of ceiling, it may also be a wall if this is on a slope. 
 



This again appears three dimensional, like a war zone where buildings have 
collapsed in part. Though a war is unlikely, erosion could have a similar effect. A 
shows floors with dark lines where the walls probably were. B appears to be a much 
higher area with the shadows showing how high the walls are. Engineers could 
determine the dimensions of all of this by the sun angle. C is similar but with the 
floor material still largely intact. D at 8 o’clock might also be floor material, at 10 
o’clock it may be an intact part of the hollow hill. 
 

 
 

Cymhh216b 

 

Hypothesis 

 

B appears to show deep hollows, this may have been a dome. Up towards A the ceiling 
material appears to be more intact with some gaps. Under E may be all intact ceilings, this 
should be investigated as a larger possible intact habitat. Between C and F the material may 
be ceilings, the walls sticking out above it a small distance. Between D and G there may be 
intact ceilings, if these are multi level there could have hundreds of intact rooms here to adapt 
as a colony.  
 



These walls at A may have partially collapsed as they look more broken along them 
rather than just being joined at corners in irregular shapes. B looks like a dome with 
the center still intact and shadows of other walls inside it. Between here and E there 
may be a ceiling largely intact and rooms inside. C may have many floors of rooms 
in it as this goes up between E and G. Over to F there are many right angles though 
some walls may still be covered by ceiling material. E may be a tube going to other 
parts of the formation, it appears to become an edge of the formation under G. D at 
10 and 3 o’clock looks like a tube or road, at 5 o’clock these walls are in irregular 
shapes. G shows an area where the walls may have eroded away. H shows the edge 
of the pit.  
 

 
 

Cymhh217d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This foam like formation again gives the impression of many levels. Even if natural some 
areas can be covered with a roof, then it can be like interconnected caves. D may be an intact 
roof, so some of these openings might be sealable to give a large colony. This may also extend 
up to A and B.  
 



This hill appears to be more like an irregular foam of walls and rooms, engineers 
might be able to model this to show how strong it would be. A and B show where 
the ceiling is still intact with some hollows, at C the ceiling is showing the walls as if 
it is wearing thin. D shows more rooms becoming visible while others retain their 
ceiling. At E this ceiling has largely collapsed, the rooms are dark which may be 
shadows or a dark floor. At 2 o’clock there may be a tube which connects this area to 
one with an intact ceiling. These rooms then might have been suspended in the air in 
clusters connected by bridges rather than as a HiRise. F also shows longer walls or 
tubes connecting smaller rooms, the wall at 2 o’clock appears to connect to a less 
eroded area. G also shows tubes or bridges, the rooms appear to be lower down like 
in a foam. H shows some hollows developing. 
 

 
 

Cymd260e 

Hypothesis 

 
Dams like this may be useful to build colonies, the smooth material could be covered with a 
dome.  
 



A shows a crack at 4 o’clock at a 45 degree angle, this runs into horizontal cracks 
across to B at 8 o’clock perhaps from creep. Engineers might consider whether the 
age of these materials can be determined from this creep. A at 4 o’clock on the 
second line is a small dam with a continuation of this crack, the dam is smooth at a 5 
o’clock. B also shows a crack at 2 o’clock. C shows either cracks or horizontal pillars 
at 7 o’clock, either cracks or the thin cement over rocks is shown at 10 o’clock and 11 
o’clock. D at 8 o’clock shows a wide dark layer in the wall, perhaps this indicates the 
wall is built up in two layers, the dam is in good condition at 7 o’clock. E shows the 
lip of the dam cracking at 4, 7 and 8 o’clock. At 10 o’clock there is again this dark 
longitudinal layer in the wall. F also shows cracks perhaps from creep. 
 

 
 

Cymd260e2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Four parabolas are shown. 
 



 
 
 

Cymhh291e 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Between A, B, and E rooms are exposed. There is an impression of the ceiling having 
crumbled, to the left of B the roof may be intact. C may show a ceiling that is slumping, about 
to break. Under E the ceiling may be in good condition.  
 
A probably shows ceiling material which is exposing some rooms. B shows some 
room walls perhaps full of the ceiling material. At C the rooms appear to have less 
material in them and are clearer. D at 4 and 5 o’clock may be an internal tube that 
has collapsed showing a corridor inside it, this goes along to E back under a more 
intact ceiling. D at 7 o’clock shows a more intact ceiling with the walls showing 
around it, at 2 o’clock there is a well defined walled area like a house with internal 
rooms. F may have had the internal walls also collapse to bare ground, G may be 
ceiling or hill material the collapsed tube goes under. This implies there are many 
corridors like this connecting the rooms. 
 



 
 

Cymhh291g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There can be intact ceilings between G, H and I as the ground is smoother like cement. G 
looks like a dome with radial walls meeting at the center. L may be collapsing but between B 
and D the collapse may be complete. This may indicate the depth of the rooms from the 
shadows. E and F also appear to be higher so rooms may continue under there.  
 



The ceiling material here is thicker, A shows a small set of rooms in a circle and 
under the letter A there may be more rooms. B shows large walls or tubes, there may 
be plenty of space between these to allow for ventilation with multiple layers of 
rooms. C appears to be the lowest layer as if the rest have eroded away, this is 
almost gone to bare ground. D is less eroded, the walls are much higher though most 
of the ceiling material is gone. From this the height of the walls might be worked out 
by engineers, when the ceiling material is just gone the walls should be at their 
maximum height. E and F may contain rooms under the ground, some of the 
mottled areas may be like this where a habitat can extend into the ground around a 
hill. G appears to show a dome with walls coming to a point, perhaps this was a 
meeting place. H is also a curved area partially exposed. I shows a pit or dam at 7 
o’clock and a large enclosure connected to G, there may have been internal areas for 
livestock or fish farms. Some areas like J and K appear to have larger enclosures, 
these might have been bigger housing or more industrial sized buildings.  
 

 
 

Cymhh291i 

 



Hypothesis 

 
There is a higher area between G and H which may have intact rooms, there are hollows but 
some lower levels may be intact. Between E and F the ceilings may have collapsed, but under 
E and F there may be intact ceilings. D could also be investigated.  
 
Here there appears to be some rooms at A and B in a squarish shape, perhaps 
residential with curved tubes above them perhaps for traveling. We see this with 
Earth roads how they can be more curved. A at 10 o’clock shows squarish rooms but 
at 6 o’clock it is laid out more in a circular pattern. D may be ceiling material, at 5, 7, 
and 9 the rooms are becoming exposed while at 3 o’clock there is a wider tube 
perhaps to handle more traffic. E appears to be more rooms clustered around this 
like a main road on Earth. F shows more ceiling material while G at 8 and 10 o’clock 
shows long walls parallel to each other. H is probably similar but still has the ceiling 
material. I has more curves but many residential areas have curved roads like this.  
 

 
 
 

Cymd341a 

 

Hypothesis 

 



While this is a pit dam a dome could be built over it, this can take advantage of the smooth 
high walls. Because the shapes are parabolic they should retain some strength when connected 
with a parabolic dome.  
 
The dam wall at A, C, and D is in good condition, with a sharp top of the wall. A 
shows some cracks of the cement at 4 o’clock. B shows the two smooth and curved 
sides of the inner dam, E shows an unusual shape the groove at 1 o’clock goes 
around. 
 

 
 

Cymd341a2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This shows how two curves in the pit dam are parabolic.  
 



 
 
 

Cymhh355b 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The center of the image at F is a good candidate for intact rooms, it is much higher and has a 
different albedo to the collapsed rooms. E at 8 o’clock may also have some rooms under it. 
Under C and D may also be intact ceilings.  
 
At A the walls may have eroded down to the floor, alternatively they are sticking 
through an eroded ceiling material. B shows some clear walls, to their right C looks 
like similar walls that are either buried or under the ceiling material. D is more 
eroded than E, it is as if E will eventually disappear like at D. F probably has walls 
under it. 
 



 
 
 

Cymhh361d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 1 o’clock, B at 11 and particularly at 2 o’clock, and D at 6 o’clock shows one of 
these ridges is hollow like a tube. A at 2 and 4 o’clock shows more room shapes with 
dark borders, B at 3 o’clock shows more clearly defined rooms with a three 
dimensional shape. B at 7 o’clock shows the pit wall. C at 8 o’clock shows more 
rooms, at 11 o’clock the edge of the pit. D at 8 o’clock also shows more rooms and at 
2 o’clock the pit wall. 



 
 

Cymhh361f 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 12 o’clock shows a higher area with room like walls in it, the impression is of 
this eroding down to the other parts of A and B. C shows more rooms, D some 
ceiling material. Many of these rooms are likely to be full of dust from the collapsed 
roof. 
 



 
 

Cymhh361i 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The three dimensional impression is even stronger here, A shows rooms appearing 
under the smooth ceiling material. B may also be tubes or suspended roads as there 
is an impression of empty space under them. C at 9 o’clock shows rooms with no 
ceilings, at 4 o’clock there is still some ceiling or they are full of soil. D at 9 o’clock is 
like a hill of rooms, at 1 and 2 o’clock there is a road like formation that goes on to 12 
and 2 o’clock. The letter E is in a depression surrounded by higher rooms like at 7 
and 8 o’clock. F shows more variations in the elevations of the rooms from the 
shadow. G has many straight walls and may have right angles from directly above it. 
The rooms at H appear to be partially eroded. 
 



 
 
 

Cymhh362e 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This shows a smaller hollow hill, A is where just an outline of the walls remains at 5 
o’clock and the pit wall at 4 o’clock. From B across to E the hill has rooms 
throughout it. C may have been a larger room, D shows other walls. F at 10 o’clock 
has some clear rooms at 10 o’clock similar to Earth construction techniques probably 
with near equal sizes in right angles, at 4 o’clock is the pit wall. 
 



 
 

Cymhh362e2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 
 



 
 
 

Cymhh362g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A also looks like rooms under the ceiling material, B seems to be where they are 
being exposed as the ceiling recedes. C is more ceiling material, below this there is a 
hill shape with more rooms or perhaps a second floor of them. D shows tube like 
connections form from one hill of rooms to the main area above it. E shows 
progressive erosion of the rooms, at 4 and 7 o’clock would be the pit wall. F at 10 
and 11 o’clock may show a steeper side as if there are surviving walls here, at 6 
o’clock is the pit wall. 
 



 
 

Cymhh363a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
These rooms have a much more radial pattern, A shows more rooms under the 
ceiling material at 7 o’clock. At 4 and 5 o’clock the walls are roughly parallel with 
some getting closer together towards the right. The rooms at B seems to go into the 
slope like a layer of them, many are triangular or irregular to give this radial shape. 
C may show rooms set into the slope like the layer of rooms broke off here, it may be 
possible to follow these deeper into the slope. The walls vary in height at 7 o’clock. D 
shows more rooms but to its right they have either eroded away or are still buried. E 
shows an edge of this radial array, below these there may be more rooms under the 
ground. At F the walls are more sparse perhaps with bigger rooms or they could be 
tubes and tunnels. G shows how these appear to have altered the crater shape on its 
lower side with a wavy ridge or interior support. H shows more rooms and I how 
these come to the edge of another crater. These walls would be fragile and unlikely 
to survive the fracturing in the ground from impacts of this size. 
 



 
 
 

Cymhh363f 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows more walls in good condition, many appear to be at right angles. B shows 
some smaller rooms at 10 o’clock and much clearer rooms at 10 o’clock. C shows 
more irregular walls perhaps from erosion at 9 o’clock, at 3 and 5 o’clock the rooms 
are much more regular. D also shows regular rooms at 6 o’clock perhaps more 
eroded at 4 o’clock. E shows some rooms covered by ceiling material in patches at 10 
and 2 o’clock, much more covered at 3 and 9 o’clock.  
 



 
 

Cymhh363j 

 

Hypothesis 

 
These rooms are particularly clear because of the shadows, A, B, C, and D show 
rooms being exposed under the ceiling material. E appears to be highly eroded 
rooms, F and G are very clear rooms perhaps with more walls seen inside them.  
 

 
 



Cymhh363m 

 

Hypothesis 

 
From A to F there are many right angled rooms, at B these are more eroded. C also 
appears eroded as if the walls are partially collapsed. To the left of D it appears 3 
dimensional with the shadows, E is also 3 dimensional but there is more ceiling 
material or debris between the walls. 
 

 
 

Cymhh363n 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A, B, and C show more highly eroded walls, at D and E these are much clearer with 
more right angles. F appears much lower than G, as if G has more rooms buried 
under it.  
 

 
 
 

Cymmh464d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows these walled structures, in them the pale areas may be a degrading floor. 
Some of these objects may also have been furniture made of stone or cement. B 
shows more of these that may be degraded or buried. C at 2 o’clock shows a long 
very straight wall extending to the right. C at 4 o’clock shows more structures 
between the walls like furniture. The rooms at D show many small objects in the 
walls, these may also be from a collapsed roof. The rooms around E, F, and G may be 
partially buried like at B.  
 



 
 

Cymhh464g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a ridge that may be natural or associated with these formations. The ridge 
at B is dark but continues on as a pale wall casting a shadow on its upper side, down 
to G. C shows some small rooms. D, E, and F show some fainter ridges, perhaps 
worn down walls. At G and H the walls are triangular. 
 



 
 

Cymhh464g2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Here some of the walls have a line on them to show how straight they are. The 
triangles appear to be 50, 60, and 70 degrees. This is hard to explain geologically 
where these angles would appear over and over, one triangle is marked with these 
angles.  
 



 
 

Cymhh464i 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A and B show many rooms and walls. C at 11 o’clock may show a nexus where the 
walls come together into a circle or crater. The walls seem to be directed towards this 
crater though a meteor would fall in a random position. D shows many small rooms 
extending up the image, these may be buried or under an intact darker roof. These 
areas could be explored to see how many intact and sealed rooms survive. E at 8 
o’clock shows another round nexus where the walls appear to converge, perhaps a 
meeting place. At 10 o’clock there may be a bridge over a cavity. At 3 and 5 o’clock 
the rooms may be partially buried. F shows another nexus at 9 o’clock the other 
rooms may have eroded away. G shows a large array of rectilinear rooms at 10 
o’clock extending over to A. At 4 and 8 o’clock the rooms are more irregular.  
 



 
 

Cymhh464i2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Straight lines are overlaid to show how straight these walls are.  
 



 
 

Cymhh465e 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a long straight wall at 8 o’clock continuing down to C. Between 4 and 6 
o’clock there are rooms with some objects in them, perhaps furniture. Around B the 
rooms may be partially buried or the ceilings are intact. C shows many more roads 
or walls. D may be a hollow where the walls of rooms have collapsed. There may 
also be rooms under E and F.  
 



 
 

Cymhh465e2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are. 
 



 
 

Cymhh465g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows many small rooms around the same size. B may be intact roof material, this 
changes to open rooms between C and G. C at 11 and 1 o’clock shows larger rooms 
continuing on to F. D shows rooms with very straight walls, they seem to nest inside 
each other. E shows a hollow or the rooms may be buried by the darker soil. G 
shows more small rooms 
 



 
 

Cymhh465g2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are.  
 

 
 

Cymhh465h 

 



Hypothesis 

 
This shows some more triangular walls, A follows a ridge to some faint rooms on the 
right. B shows some larger rooms on the left and a nexus at 4 o’clock. C shows a 
cavity, perhaps with some intact ceilings at 2, 4, and 7 o’clock. At 12 o’clock the 
rooms are more irregular in shape. Between D, E, and G the rooms are trapezoids 
like two joined triangles, as well as triangular. F and G show more walls.  
 

 
 

Cymhh465h2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are, also two curves are parabolic in shape. 
 



 
 

Cymhh466k 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows some walls at 11, 1, and 3 o’clock, partially buried by the dark soil such as 
at 8 o’clock. Between A and B there are more walls, at B there may be a nexus of 
walls or tubes. 
 



 
 

Cymhh466k2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There are many straight grooves here at right angles to each other, perhaps the walls 
eroded away leaving the foundations. Some dams have been like this, eroded away 
with a parabolic groove left in the ground.  
 



 
 

Cymhh469g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 10 o’clock shows a hill with room like shapes on its lower side, at 3 and 5 
o’clock are more rooms. B and C show many walled rooms. D shows rooms that may 
be partially buried by the dark soil, or they ended in this open area. E shows more 
degraded rooms, F at 10 o’clock shows a nexus where many walls converge to it. At 
3 and 4 o’clock there are perhaps rooms under the dark soil. G at 10, 12, and 1 
o’clock as well as H at 12 o’clock follow this edge of the rooms, this section may be 
an intact ceiling with rooms under it.  
 



 
 

Cymhh469g2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There are many lines here showing how straight the walls are, but many more could 
have been drawn as well.  
 

 
 



Cymhh469h 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The walls around A seem to be the same as to the right, but covered in dark soil. B 
may be more intact ceiling material with the tops of the walls showing through it. 
On the left of C may be more intact ceilings, the shading implies they are domed. To 
the right at 3 o’clock appears to be a nexus of walls converging. D shows many more 
walls, E at 11 o’clock shows with the shadows how high the walls are. At 4 o’clock is 
another nexus. F, G, and H may be more intact ceilings. From I across to D the walls 
seem to be catching the sun’s light and reflecting it upwards, this indicates the 
albedo of the walls.  
 

 
 

Cymhh469h2 

 



Hypothesis 

 
This shows how straight the walls are.  

 
 

Cymhh469i 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows the walls in more of a shadow to the right, indicating their height. At 9 
o’clock there may be an intact ceiling with rooms under it. At C the walls are more 
irregular, at D the sun might indicate the ceilings have collapsed into a cavity. E and 
F may also have intact ceilings, G may be where the ceilings have collapsed. 
 



 
 

Cymhh469i2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This shows how straight the walls are.  
 

 
 



Cymhh469j 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a distinct room with shadows at 12 o’clock, at 2 o’clock is a rounded dome. 
In this area the walls seemed to have intact ceilings, some like at 12 o’clock have lost 
their roofs exposing the interiors. At 4 o’clock is an unusual object. B at 7 and 8 
o’clock have clearer walls, the section at 2 and 4 o’clock may be a large intact roof. 
Around C the ground is lower than this roof, 4, 5, 8, and 9 o’clock show protruding 
walls. D, E, and F show more wall variations, F at 10 o’clock shows finer wall 
structures. G shows distinct walls, at 11 o’clock one curved wall connects to a 
straight wall towards C. At 4 o’clock may be the remains of a ceiling.  
 

 
 

Cymhh469j2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are, a semicircular shape is also shown. The 
walls appear to converge to the center of the circle.  
 



 
 

Cymhh469l 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There are many objects inside these rooms, perhaps furniture. A shows some walls 
partially buried in the dark soil, covering more walls above A. B appears to show 
blown dark soil across the walls at 9 o’clock, this is so prevalent it may be from a 
disintegrated roof. At 4, 6, and 7 o’clock the walls are more distinct though the dark 
soil is in the rooms. C, D and E show the edge of another dark soil area burying 
rooms. F is a higher area perhaps with intact pale ceilings.  
 



 
 

Cymhh469l2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are. 
 

 
 



Cymhh469m 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows some faint walls, perhaps partially buried. B shows walls at 6, 7, and 8 
o’clock without the dark soil. At 1 o’clock may be ceiling material, at 4 o’clock may 
be a dome. C shows more irregular rooms, D may be the edge of where some rooms 
are buried. E may be a hollow of eroded rooms, it points to different kinds of walls. F 
shows clear walls at 10 and 11 o’clock, at 4 o’clock the walls have dark soil on their 
floors. G between 2 and 4 o’clock shows small domes or objects like furniture on 
some rooms.  
 

 
 

Cymhh469m2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are.  
 



 
 

Cymdhh470b 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A may shows some walls that are highly eroded or buried. B appears to be higher so 
these may be intact ceilings. C and D may be eroded wall material that has scattered 
as soil. E may be buried walls, F appears to be the edge of a buried area as well. 
Between C, F, and G the walls are the clearest.  
 



 
 

Cymdhh470b2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are. 



 
 

Cymhh471f 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A may be intact ceiling material with walls around its edges. B may be a dome at 2 
o’clock, down to 3 o’clock the ground appears to be elevated and may have intact 
rooms under it. The material around C is very smooth like an intact ceiling, this may 
disintegrate over time and become dark soil. The rooms appear to be lower and 
under this ceiling particularly at 4 o’clock. At D the rooms also seem to appear form 
under a ceiling. E, F, and G show many rooms with different levels of ceiling 
degradation. 
 



 
 

Cymhh471f2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls and grooves are.  
 

 
 



Cymhh471g 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The areas around A and B show many rooms, C and D may be a darker ceiling 
material. E looks like a hill composed of rooms, there may be some intact inside it. F 
shows some rooms appearing from under smoother ceiling material, G shows many 
more rooms. 
 

 
 

Cymhh471g2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls and grooves are.  
 



 
 

Prhh498 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The hollow hill has collapsed at A, B shows a straight wall still standing. C shows 
another road going into the hill perhaps with two lanes, this extends to D at 10 and 1 
o’clock. There may be another road at 7 o’clock. 
 



 
 

Prr499 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This is a closeup of a road, much smoother than the surrounding terrain like cement. 
It extends past A to B where a tube or raised road intersects it. C shows this tube 
going down from 10 o’clock, then possibly at 6 and 7 o’clock into the crater. 
 

 



 

Prr508 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows the road continuing on over the pale material, B and C also show pits like 
altered craters perhaps with the same road material to act as dams.  

 
 

Prr509 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A shows a broad connection between the crater at 10 o’clock, there is a dark line like 
a road at 8 o’clock and 7 o’clock shows the edge of the smooth cement like section. B 
at 8 and 10 o’clock shows a hill with some patched areas, at 2 o’clock this other hill 
has a light stripe cross it like a patch. It may also connect directly to the road leading 
off through F at 7 and 8 o’clock. B at 2 and 4 o’clock shows more possible roads. C 
shows another road going to a small crater. F at 9 o’clock shows how a road goes up 
to the large crater. E shows a small dark area in the road at 7 o’clock and a sharp 
bend at 4 o’clock. The pale material at 10 o’clock may be another hollow hill 
surrounding the crater.  
 

 
 

Prhh533 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, C, and D show the road continuing and avoiding craters. This section is in 
better condition. 
 



 
 

Prr533a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This closeup of the road shows right angled shapes in it, perhaps like bricks or tiles. 
This impression continues along the road where it seems to vary in an angular rather 
than a smooth way. The center is very smooth compared to the surrounding terrain 
as shown by comparing A at 1 and 5 o’clock. B shows a shape like a gutter along the 
road’s side. C shows a small pit at 10 o’clock that appears to be connected to the 
road, perhaps a former hollow hill, at 2 o’clock is an angular section on the side of 
the road. 
 



 
 

Prr533b 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Another closeup of the road shows a distinct difference between its smooth center at 
7 o’clock and the random looking terrain at 10 o’clock. This might be cement but 
there is a persistent impression of angular structures in it.  
 

 
 



Prr533c 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There appear to be parallel lines going along the road like bricks lined up, seen at B 
at 5 and 8 o’clock. At 9 o’clock these pits are also angular as if a brick has sunk into 
the ground. A at 5 o’clock shows a smoother area like a road section, another at 4 
o’clock that looks like the main road section at 2 o’clock. 
 

 
 

Prr533d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A compares part of the road to the terrain alongside it, B shows regular shapes in it 
like bricks. 
 



 
 

Prr546 

 

Hypothesis 

 
This is the same road, it comes out at A and seems to climb up the hill at 11 o’clock 
into a small cavity on its roof. It then goes to B where it meets a crater or pit, perhaps 
aimed at this to collect water. It then goes on through C.  
 

 
 



Prr561 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows two hollow hills where the roofs have collapsed. B shows some of these 
pits, also roads going from a hollow hill down to the crater. C follows one of these at 
12 and 2 o’clock. D shows a main road, at 7 o’clock there may have been a hollow 
hill. E may be a tube or a road coming off the main road. 
 

 
 

Prhh563 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a road going into the hollow hill, B shows another road at 1 and 2 o’clock. 
At 4 o’clock is a collapsed hollow hill, another road is at 8 o’clock. C shows the skin 
of the hollow hill has peeled off at 10 o’clock, at 11 o’clock some settled areas are 
shown. At 2 o’clock there is another road coming out of the hill, D shows this and 
another road. E shows possible interior supports through the settled roof. 
 



 
 

Prt641 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a curved tube going from the walled hill at 4 and 5 o’clock to the small 
crater at 1 o’clock. B at 8’clock shows the walls of the hill, at 7 o’clock a tube comes 
out of the hill, at 1 and 4 o’clock are two more hollow hills. D shows the curved tube, 
it connects to another tube shown by B at 8 o’clock. At 9 o’clock is a small tube from 
the larger one, at 10 o’clock the smaller hill appears to have collapsed. This main 
tube continues up through E to the right. 
 



 
 

Prt641a 
 

Hypothesis 

 
Two parabolas are shown. 
 

 
 



Prt657 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows approximately four parallel tubes from 12 to 2 o’clock going over to C from 
10 to 2 o’clock, then through the crater at G at 10 o’clock to F. A at 4 o’clock shows a 
small tube coming out of a collapsed hill. B to H show up to nine parallel tubes. C 
shows an area free of tubes, at 9 o’clock there is a degraded hill with a tube going 
through it, another two are 6 and 2 o’clock. D may show an eroded nexus or 
collapsed hill at 7 o’clock with the tubes from the crater at 8 o’clock going through it. 
Four of these turn upwards at 4 o’clock. E shows a tube going into the crater from 6 
to 7 o’clock.  
 

 
 

Prt662 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A shows a wavy tube, B shows a clear area surrounded by tubes like a field. C shows 
tubes going into a crater at 6 and 8 o’clock, at 1 o’clock they go into a rounded area, 
also shown by F at 10 o’clock, under a nexus. D shows more tubes going into this 
nexus. E at 6 o’clock shows an intersection of tubes then this goes down, making a 
right angled turn into a hollow hill at F at 1 o’clock. E at 12 o’clock shows a T 
intersection, at 4 o’clock there are about four faint parallel tubes going up the image. 
F at 7 and 8 o’clock shows tubes going into three collapsed hills, also shown by G. H 
may be a large habitat, at 9 o’clock a tube crosses other tubes at 10 o’clock going up 
to I at 2,4, and 6 o’clock and a collapsed hill. At 10 and 11 o’clock faint tubes go into 
the crater. J shows more tubes going into the collapsed hill.  
 

 
 

Prt671 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows tubes going to craters at 9 and 12 o’clock, a tube nexus at 3 o’clock and 
parallel tubes at 5 o’clock. B, C, and E show more tubes going into the nexus. E from 
2 to 4 o’clock shows parallel tubes going into the crater coming out at D at 8 o’clock. 
From 5 to 7 o’clock tubes go into the crater. At 10 o’clock there is a small nexus, at 11 
and 12 o’clock tubes go into a line of small hills. F shows two hills linked by tubes at 
10 o’clock, parallel tubes from 11 to 7 o’clock going down to the crater. G shows a 
collapsed hill at 9 o’clock and a forked tube at 4 o’clock.  



 

 
 

Prt681 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows tubes making a walled area at 3 o’clock, up to eleven parallel tubes at 5 
o’clock going to the right and the small crater. B may show a collapsed nexus at 1 
o’clock, tube intersections from 4 to 7 o’clock. There are many intersections here 
rather than a larger nexus, this would make it easier to change directions in the 
tubes. C at 9 o’clock also shows the nexus, at 6 o’clock is another walled or tubed 
field. At 3 and 4 o’clock may be collapsed hills. D shows more tubes, E shows A tube 
going into a small hill at 1 o’clock. From 7 to 10 o’clock is another intersecting tube. F 
and G show more tubes.  
 



 
 
 

Prt682 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The tubes come together in a large nexus here, there also seems to be flat areas like 
cement over the tubes. These might act as a roof with rooms under them. A shows a 
tube crossing another at 2 o’clock, this connects to another tube at 10 o’clock. At 6 
o’clock is the edge of the outer circular shape of the nexus. This may have allowed 
movement around the nexus without going into the centre, like an Earth ring road in 
many cities. B shows a continuation of the ring road at 3 o’clock, a forked tube at 10 
o’clock and at 9 o’clock, and a narrow fork at 8 o’clock. C shows a larger tube at 10 
o’clock where it appears to end on top of a small platform. At 1 o’clock the tube is 
hollow like the roof collapsed. D shows a tube ending at 11 o’clock, some tubes 
crossing at right angles in a mesh at 2 o’clock. E shows two tubes parallel to each 
other, further along one tube crosses over the other like a knot. F shows a small hill 
connecting to the tube at 3 o’clock, a loop of a tube at 5 o’clock with a central tube. 
From 8 to 10 o’clock is the flattened part of the nexus, whether from erosion or a 
roof. G shows a small nexus.  
 



 
 

Prt684 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Another large nexus is shown at A at 3 o’clock, a small nexus at 7 o’clock. Several 
tubes cross each other at 2 o’clock. C at 2 o’clock shows two larger tubes coming out 
of the nexus, a forked tube at 3 o’clock, and a wider tube perhaps like a room at 5 
o’clock. D shows tubes going into a crater at 4 and 7 o’clock, also a mesh of tubes at 1 
o’clock. E shows the highest point of the nexus hill at 11 o’clock, from here many 
tubes come out of the hill. Some tubes come down the hill parallel at A at 9 o’clock, 
more eroded tubes connect to the nexus at 8 o’clock. F and H show many tubes at 
right angles like walled fields, at G the tubes fork many times. These tubes appear to 
be going into the nexus at ground level while the lower side has the tubes climbing 
the hill before entering.  
 



 
 

Prt686 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows many parallel tubes from 7 to 12 o’clock, a parallel tube at 2 o’clock has a 
right angled intersection under it, then a second one at 5 o’clock. B has an 
intersection at 1 o’clock, also many parallel tubes at 9 o’clock with a cement roof 
covering them. At 8 o’clock is a fork, at 6 o’clock the tube looks to have collapsed. C 
from 2 to 5 o’clock shows a tube going into the crater, underneath it an eroded tube 
comes out the other side. Between C at 1 o’clock and D at 10 o’clock is a triangular 
array of tubes. At 7 o’clock a forked tube ends, the right fork is eroded but also goes 
into the crater. C at 11 o’clock turns sharply D at 3 o’clock shows a T intersection, E 
at 10 o’clock and F at 8 o’clock go into the crater. E at 1 o’clock points at parallel 
tubes going to this crater, from 5 to 7 o’clock is a rectangular mesh of tubes. F at 9 
o’clock also goes into the crater, G from 11 to 2 o’clock connects to the tube going 
into the crater. F from 10 to 3 o’clock shows regular bulges like the tube is collapsing 
and exposing arches or pillars.  
 



 
 

Prt687 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows some approximately rectangular meshes of tubes, also below A. B shows 
multiple parallel tubes like ring roads, at 11 o’clock a tube crosses each one. At 2 
o’clock there is a circle which may have been a crater, but the tubes go across it now. 
This means the tubes came after the crater. At 8 o’clock is another tube connecting 
the parallel tubes. At 7 o’clock the tubes are much thicker, also at F at 2 o’clock. C 
shows a large walled field with parallel tubes or walls at 4 o’clock. D shows a 
squarish array of parallel tubes. E at 9 and 10 o’clock may show eroded parallel 
tubes, in better condition at 4 o’clock. 
 



 
 

Prt714 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a large nexus at 4 o’clock, it appears to have flat sheets of cement over it so 
some segments might be rooms. At 1 and 2 o’clock parallel tubes go to the nexus. B 
shows a squarish area surrounded by tubes, at 7 o’clock there are more like squarish 
walled segments. At 1 o’clock the crater appears to have been overed over on the 
right side or this can be an exposed room in the nexus. A wider tube is at 5 o’clock. C 
shows a T intersection of tubes at 1 o’clock, the tube goes down crossing a long hill 
at 5 o’clock going into a crater. Another tube crosses the hill from 6 to 7 o’clock. D 
shows another nexus at 2 o’clock again with flattened segments of a roof. At 4 
o’clock this connects to a hill collapsing in many areas. Parallel tubes are shown at 1 
o’clock. E shows more tubes, some going into a crater at 4 o’clock. F shows an arc of 
parallel tubes. G shows tubes exiting under the collapsing hill.  
 



 
 

Prt742 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, and C show many tubes connecting to each other and to the crater. There is a 
nexus at C at 4 o’clock, also D at 1 o’clock. Many tubes go into the collapsing hills 
from E at 8 to 4 o’clock and F. There are so many unusual connections here that 
virtually all the image could be studied. 
 



 
 

Prt753 

  

Hypothesis 

 
A shows many parallel tubes going through the long hill, continuing as E and E to 
the large nexus between E and F. This is a flat sheet like a roof in many areas. A at 5 
o’clock and D at 7 o’clock show tubes crossing the parallel tubes so someone could 
have moved from one to another more easily. Above I there are nine parallel tubes 
going to the nexus, B shows about eight more parallel tubes. Under this is H with a 
grid or mesh of tubes, this continues on through C with more meshed tubes to the 
nexus. F shows about six more parallel tubes from 8 to 11 going to the nexus, 
between E and F there are about twelve more tubes going into the nexus. Between F 
and G there are about seven more tubes going to the nexus, many more of these 
form a tube mesh as well. 
 



 
 

Prt756 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows many tubes though some have eroded, there are smaller tube segments 
remaining intact. Some have small hills connected to tubes. B shows a forked tube at 
12 o’clock, this goes to a small hill at 2 o’clock, then to a T intersection under 4 
o’clock to the main nexus between C, D, and F. At B at 5 o’clock many tubes cross 
each other. At C at 10 o’clock about six parallel tubes go into the nexus. From above 
C over to D there can be as many as twenty more tubes going into the nexus. E 
shows a small hill at 11 o’clock connected to a tube, at 7 o’clock three tubes 
interleave with each other so each goes over the tube clockwise to it. A large tube at 
1 o’clock at F goes into the nexus, another at 11 o’clock. At 7 o’clock a small crater 
has many tubes going to it.  
 



 
 

Prt762 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Many tubes come out of the hill, it has a settled area on its roof at 8 o’clock, three 
tubes come out at 6 o’clock, there is a small forked tube at 4 o’clock. B shows a tube 
parallel to the side of the hill at 9 o’clock, this connects at right angles to another tube 
at 7 o’clock. At 2 o’clock many tubes become parallel to go into the nexus, these also 
connect to the crater at C at 4 o’clock and beyond to D. C at 3 and 9 o’clock shows 
two parallel tubes. E at 10 o’clock shows the centre of the nexus, at 4 to 7 ‘clock are 
many more parallel tubes. Between F and G the parallel tubes are more eroded with 
many gaps. G shows more eroded tube segments. The dark lines at right angles are a 
HiRise image, a closeup is examined.  
 



 
 

Prt762a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows where the tubes are collapsing, at 10 o’clock there is a hole like the roof has 
collapsed onto the floor, the skin is breaking off at 1 o’clock. At 4 o’clock the wall of 
the tube has split off and points under the tube, away from the intersection with the 
other tube. B at 8 o’clock shows where two tubes connect to a larger segment like a 
room, but the roof skin is peeling off. At 10 o’clock the roof has collapsed. At 4 
o’clock there is an intact flat roof like in the nexus nearby. This extends down to C 
and E, the walls are higher in some areas than the roof which may mean it is settling. 
C at 8 o’clock to the left is a long line of degraded skin on the roof.  
 



 
 
 

Prt774 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 6 o’clock has tubes coming out of the hill. B shows a collapsed hill at 8 o’clock, 
another at 11 o’clock. At 6 o’clock there is a tube nexus, also some parallel tubes at 3 
o’clock going into a collapsed hill. C shows a tube free area but surrounded by a ring 
of tubes, they go into the collapsed hill at 1 o’clock. D shows more tubes coming to a 
nexus at 6 o’clock outside the hill. E shows another area clear of tubes, these may 
have been used for farming. F shows a tube nexus at 2 o’clock, a forked tube at 10 
o’clock. 
 



 
 

Prt774a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 
 

 
 
 



Prt798 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a hollow hill with cavities in the roof, it connects to a wider part of the hill 
at 6 o’clock. This has a twisted shape like a rope, it continues on through the twisted 
tube at B to connect to a collapsing hill at 2 o’clock. At 8 o’clock there is another tube. 
At 3 o’clock the roof has collapsed. D shows another tube going into the hill at 8 
o’clock, this connects to the tube at 5 o’clock. This in turn connects to the hill above D 
with tubes at right angles to it. E shows a collapsed roof at 10 o’clock, at 11 o’clock is 
a tube. Bat E at 12 o’clock up to F at 6 o’clock is a symmetrical wall. 
 

 
 

Prt812 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A, B, and C show many tubes connecting to hollow hills. These extend through C at 
12 o’clock up to D and many more connections to hills. From 11 to 1 o’clock there are 
three parallel tubes coming out of the hill. E shows a tube at 12 o’clock broken into 
segments, these may have been held up by internal arches or pillars. From 6 to 11 
o’clock are more tubes. From F to G are many more tubes.  
 

 
 

Prt813 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows more tubes connecting hills and the two craters, parallel tubes at 7 o’clock. 
B shows an approximately straight tube from 10 o’clock over to C at 1 0 to 1 o’clock 
and to the right. It is a wavy tube, perhaps giving it strength with arch like bends in 
it. C at 5 o’clock shows a small crater connected to a hill. D shows a tube that may 
have collapsed down the image making it look wider.  
 



 
 

Prt813a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the tubes are, they seem to zig zag perhaps for strength.  
 

 
 



Prt814 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A from 5 to 7 o’clock shows two collapsed hills connected by a tube, the holes in the 
roof may have been rooms. At 8 o’clock is a tube. B at 10 o’clock shows a collapsed 
hill connected by a tube to A at 7 o’clock. B from 4 to 7 o’clock shows small hills 
connected by tubes, also some tubes go to the crater under it. C at 6 o’clock shows 
many tubes connected to the crater, at 7 o’clock a tube goes through a collapsed hill 
over to 4 o’clock and then up to the nexus at F at 1 o’clock. At 4 o’clock a forked tube 
comes out of a collapsed hill. C from 10 to 2 o’clock shows a tube coming out of the 
collapsed hill continuing over to the nexus. D and E show more tubes connecting to 
the hills and over to the crater at E at 4 o’clock.  
 

 
 

Prt819 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A shows a tube from 5 to 1 o’clock going into a collapsed hill with three cavities in 
the roof. At 8 o’clock there is an imprint of a completely eroded hill and tube. B 
shows eroded tubes from 2 to 4 o’clock that shown segments, like the pillars or 
arches are all that remains. From t to 9 o’clock are more tubes going into the hill with 
three cavities. C shows a tube from 5 to 7 o’clock going into a crater, another at 6 
o’clock, and a tube mesh around a hill at 12 o’clock. D shows more tubes connecting 
hills. E shows the other side of the tube mesh at 8 o’clock and highly eroded tubes at 
3 and 4 o’clock. F shows a tube connected to a small crater at 4 o’clock going down to 
a forked tube at 5 o’clock. 
 

 
 

Prt822 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A from 4 to 7 o’clock shows a straight tube from the hill to the crater, B from 11 to 2 
o’clock is two straight tubes at right angles. Over to 10 o’clock is a degraded tube 
going into the crater and traversing it to the opposite rim. C shows a walled area 
with a collapsed hill at 5 o’clock, one at 12 o’clock , and at 7 o’clock. At 8 o’clock is a 
T intersection with a small tube going to the hill, another intersection is at 2 o’clock. 
D shows a tube between two craters at 4 o’clock second leg, the first leg shows 
parallel tubes. E shows a degraded tube going into the crater at 1 o’clock, another at 
6 o’clock.  
 



 
 

Prt827 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a tube from two small hills at 10 o’clock, it goes down to G at 10 o’clock and 
then over to the symmetrical walls at A at 5 o’clock. At 4 o’clock tubes come out of 
this symmetrical formation. B at 7 o’clock shows a thicker wall or tube, at 6 o’clock 
there is a nexus also at E at 10 o’clock. At 2 o’clock E shows a collapsed hill with the 
holes as rooms, another at 6 o’clock. D shows a tube coming out of the hill at 10 
o’clock, a grid of tubes at 4 o’clock with a tube going from 5 o’clock to 7 o’clock into 
a crater. F shows an unnatural shape for a crater and where tubes connect to it. G at 4 
o’clock shows a tube going into a crater.  
 



 
 

Prt838 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a hill at 8 o’clock connecting to a tube, at 5 o’clock there are tubes on the 
roof, and at 6 o’clock a tube connects to the hill. At 4 o’clock the tubes connect to a 
collapsed hill with holes as rooms. B shows a tube from 12 in the hill to 2 o’clock as a 
collapsed hill. At 3 o’clock there is a straight tube. C shows a tube going into the 
crater at 11 o’clock, at 10 o’clock short leg there is a fork and the longer leg shows a 
small tube. D shows a collapsed hill at 10 o’clock, a tube at 9 o’clock goes into it and 
comes from an intersection at 8 o’clock. At 6 o’clock may be a nexus. 
 



 
 

Prt841 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a pair of tubes at 1 o’clock connecting at 2 o’clock then at 4 o’clock there 
may have been a hollow hill. This then goes to the right though a fork at B at 12 
o’clock. The tubes connect to a pair of craters at A at 5 o’clock. B shows a tube ending 
in a small hill at 1 o’clock, at 8 o’clock a road connects to a crater. C shows tubes 
forking like a tree at 2 o’clock, more at 4 o’clock. D shows tubes going into the crater 
at 7 o’clock, parallel tubes at 6 o’clock. E shows many tubes coming off this road. F 
shows the other side of the road and more tubes as does G.  
 



 
 

Prt842 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, C, D, and G all show clear areas surrounded by many parallel tubes. E from 11 
to 1 o’clock shows collapsed hills connected by tubes. From 5 to 9 o’clock many tubes 
go into the crater and come out at F going over to G. The tubes must have come after 
the crater because the impact must happen in a random location. The impression 
here is then the crater would have to form precisely where these tubes were aiming 
at. The road from 4 to 8 o’clock also has some small hills along it, the tubes connect 
to this road and generally stop inside it. So even though the road is a different kind 
of formation the tubes seem to be intended to go there.  
 



 
 

Prt844 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, C, and D show many tubes going into the hollow hill at C at 5 o’clock. Some 
connect to the crater at B at 11 o’clock. The road at H connects to the side of the 
crater at G at 11 o’clock, this has an unnatural shape with a straight left side. At C at 
7 o’clock there are 6 tubes in parallel going into the hill. E shows how the road went 
through the hill and now flows out the right side. There is a line down the centre, 
perhaps a tube. Directly under E there is a hollow like a collapsed tube. It may have 
changed from a road on the left to a tube on the right. F shows an eroded tube at 6 
o’clock going into the craters and then up to F at 10 o’clock and into the hill.  
 



 
 

Prt863 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, and D show many tubes in varying condition, at A at 10 and 12 o’clock they are 
more eroded. At 7 o’clock the tube is breaking up into segments with the arches 
inside them. At 3 o’clock is a forked tube. B at 7 o’clock shows a fork and a small hill. 
D shows more tube fragments. E shows more segments where the tubes have broken 
up. To the right of C there are many collapsed hollow hills near the crater.  
 



 
 

Prt863a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 
 

 
 



Prhh952 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The tube at B is quite straight going into a collapsed hill. A shows another straight 
tube at 4 to 7 o’clock.  
 

 
 
 

Prhh958b 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows where the hill roof is settling, also a wall like an interior support from 3 to 5 
o’clock. B shows a settled roof at 7 o’clock, at 4 o’clock it is like a collapsed tube. C 
shows the edge of the smooth cement skin, also the edge of a patched roof segment 
at 12 o’clock second leg. D also shows a smooth cement side and a rougher segment 
of the roof.  
 



 
 

Prhh958b2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown.  
 

 
 



Prhh1068e 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Similar to the rooms and walls in Cymmeria, the only example of this in Protonilus. 
A shows some rooms and perhaps an interior support if there was once a roof on 
this. B shows more rooms, all are around the same size. C at 7 o’clock may contain 
rooms, at 8 o’clock there may be ceiling material still covering some of them. D may 
also be ceiling material, at 6 o’clock more rooms are exposed. 
 

 
 

Prhh1068e2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The lines show how straight the walls are. 
 



 
 

Held1158 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, B, and C may be walls around cracks so water would sit in this area. Otherwise it 
would be drained down through the cracks, these formations are seen in many areas 
on Mars. They could also be collapsed tubes. D at 10 o’clock is probably a tube going 
into the hollow hill. 
 



 
 

Held1158a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The hill is shaped like a parabola on the left side, the right side is straight and 
parallel to the Latis Rectum. 
 



 
 

Helhh1161 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a parabolic hollow hill with a collapsed roof. B shows another where the 
smooth skin on the roof appears to have peeled off. 
 



 
 

Helhh1161a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown.  
 



 
 
 

Held1184 

 

Hypothesis 

 
These formations may have been farms, the water could have come from below 
because of the low lying ground, there was a large lake nearby so the water table 
would have been high. A shows how these connect to the hills which may be 
habitats. B, C, and D also show how these hills seem to have the walls coming 
directly out of them. As will be seen many of these walls are hollow so they could 
double as tunnels into habitats.F may be an altered crater. Some of the walled fields 
around G appear to be filled in perhaps from a flood. 
 



 
 

Held1185 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows more walls coming out of the hill, many are very straight. Around B the 
walls are close to right angles like a typical Earth field. C shows cavities in the hill 
perhaps where they have collapsed. Some are long and thin like collapsed tunnels. D 
between 2 and 6 o’clock may be a collapsed hill indicating interior supports. E shows 
many narrow walls which may have further subdivided the larger fields. 
 



 
 

Held1185a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
More of these narrow walls are shown, as they degraded they appear to be made of 
rocks placed in lines. Then they may have been held together with cement, which 
has been degrading. A shows an intact narrow wall between 2 and 3 o’clock. At 4 
o’clock is the end of a larger wall that connects seamlessly into the hill. At 10 o’clock 
part of the wall has collapsed showing it is hollow. B shows more walls, at 4 o’clock 
it overlaps the more vertical wall as if it was constructed over it. At 7 o’clock the wall 
has a gap between it and the lower wall like an entrance. C shows more erosion of 
these walls like from left to right perhaps indicating a wind direction. D shows more 
damage to the wall at 9 and 10 o’clock, at 1 and 2 o’clock there are more rocks in the 
wall. Between E and F there are small enclosures, this may be a collapsed hill.  
 



 
 

Held1185b 
 

Hypothesis 

 
As A shows, the narrow walls are made of a different material. They are thinner than 
the rocks in the wider walls, perhaps made of cement. At B the wall at 7 o’clock may 
have debris washed onto one side like silt. Some parts have just the narrow wall 
without this other material. C shows other narrow walls, some degraded, at 10 
o’clock the thicker wall has collapsed exposing it as hollow. D shows a narrow wall 
eroded to have breaks in it. 
 

 
 



Held1185c 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Nearly all the walls here are very narrow, the grooves across the walls imply they 
are made of pillars like some dams. The material between them like cement would 
have eroded away leaving the pillars. A and B at 11 o’clock show a nexus where 
many walls come together, like tubes do in some Martian areas. C at 10 o’clock may 
also be a nexus. D at 10 o’clock may be a collapsed hollow, E at 11 o’clock shows 
how the narrow wall goes right through the thicker wall, appearing on the upper 
side.  
 

 
 

Held1185g 

 

Hypothesis 

 



A at 9 o’clock shows a wall in better condition, the intersection of the walls at 6 
o’clock is missing. B shows a larger tube at 10 and 11 o’clock go through another 
tube, at 12 o’clock it has become a smaller tube and goes into the hill. C at 9 o’clock 
shows smaller tubes, at 7 o’clock is a nexus and at 11 o’clock there may be a hole in 
the wall. D shows a nexus of walls more connected to the main hills. The walls at E 
appear hollower like tubes. 
 

 
 

Held1185h 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 2 o’clock shows a groove like a collapsed tunnel through the hill, it comes out 
from B at 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock as a wall going to the right at C at 4 and 6 o’clock. A 
at 4 and 7 o’clock both look like entrances between walls. D shows a wall that goes 
into the hill then comes out at C at 10 and 12 o’clock. E shows a wall that flattens out 
before going into the hill.  
 



 
 

Held1185h2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
There are two parabolas here.  
 

 
 



Held1186 

 

Hypothesis 

 
These walls are much straighter and with more right angles between them.  
 

 
 

Held1187 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a star shaped wall formation at 12 o’clock, the walls merge into the hill at 5 
o’clock as if the hill is collapsing. At 9 o’clock the walls also appear to come out of a 
collapsing hill. B shows more walls in an elevated shape like they were inside the hill 
as tunnels. C shows a rounded wall like where the hill boundary was at 11 o’clock 
second leg. From 10 to 1 o’clock is a long wall connecting into the hill. At 4 to 7 
o’clock the walls are exposed in the hill, also at D. It is like the walls would have 
been just under the surface of the rounded hill.  
 



 
 

Held1188 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 7 o’clock shows a small wall ending in the middle of the field, rather than 
connecting to other walls. At 4 o’clock there is an intersection, the upper wall 
appears to turn to the right on top of the wall from the bottom turning to the left. At 
5 o’clock second leg there are many parallel walls that extend all around the hill. B 
shows more walls, there is a break at 11 o’clock, at 3 o’clock there is a flat angled 
turn in the wall where the bottom wall goes under it. C shows eroded walls at 9 and 
11 o’clock, more parallel walls at 4 o’clock. D shows a collapsed tunnel in the hill, the 
shadow is opposite to the walls. 
 



 
 

Held1189 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a hollow divided into two by a wall at 10 o’clock, another at 4 o’clock. At 7 
o’clock is a wall like other parts of the hill, but as if this darker exterior had peeled 
off. From this comes a narrow wall than turns around into a small hill. At 6 o’clock 
are many other narrow walls, also shown by E. B shows a T intersection of walls, it 
appears as if the lower wall makes an angled turn and the eroded wall above it 
connects to it. There is also a cavity in the join like it is hollow. At 2 o’clock there is a 
small angled turn in the wall. C appears to have a V shaped floor rather than the 
usual flat floors. From D at 11 o’clock going up the image there are regular dark 
marks like pillars in the wall. At 9 o’clock there is a gap like an entrance to the next 
field. At 2 o’clock there is a break in the wall.  
 



 
 

Held1190 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a walled field, at 10 o’clock the wall from the right overlaps the vertical 
wall. B shows more parallel walls at 10 o’clock, other narrow walls at 3 and 5 o’clock. 
C at 1 o’clock shows narrow walls crossing through the thick wall, difficult to 
explain naturally. At 5 o’clock the walls don’t come to an intersection. D shows a 
wall going into the hill at 10 o’clock, at 7 o’clock the wall is eroded or there is an 
entrance between the fields. At 6 o’clock there are more narrow walls, these connect 
to a thick pale line on the left perhaps a wall that eroded away.  
 



 
 

Held1190a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows walls inside the eroding hill, B shows a double wall as if the wall had been 
a tube. C and D show regular pillars in the wall implying a construction technique. E 
shows a cavity developing in the hill at 1 o’clock, a collapsed wall like a tube at 3 
o’clock, and a collapsed part of the hill at 7 o’clock. 
 

 



 

Held1190b 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows narrow walls, these appear to be eroding showing the regular pillars or 
arches in them. B shows a thicker wall at 2 o’clock with a cavity as if hollow. C 
shows walls going into the hill.  
 

 
 

Held1190b2 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 



 
 

Held1190c 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a squarish walled field. B shows a narrow wall in the field from 5 to 9 
o’clock that extends through many thick walls to the left. C shows debris in a walled 
field at 5 o’clock as if part of the hill has collapsed. Some debris is also between 7 and 
10 o’clock, also at 1 o’clock. D shows a wall overlapping another at 4 o’clock, other 
narrow walls at 6 o’clock. There is a cavity in the wall at 10 o’clock.  
 

 
 



Held1191 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a double wall like a collapsed tube at 1 o’clock, also at 10 o’clock. At 4 
o’clock may be an entrance into the walled field. B shows a T intersection at 5 
o’clock, another at 7 o’clock. Between 1 and 5 o’clock there are regular pillars or 
arches in the wall.  
 

 
 

Held1193 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A, C, F, and H show more walls going into the hills. B shows a small rectangular 
field at 4 o’clock, a T intersection at 7 and 10 o’clock. D at 2 o’clock shows a forked 
tube going to a rectangular walled field on the right. E shows many walls connecting 
to each other, two parallel walls from 4 to 5 o’clock appear to go from an intact hill 
on the left to a collapsing hill on the right. G from 4 to 5 o’clock shows a curved wall, 
at 2 o’clock a narrow wall goes through the thicker wall up to A at 7 o’clock.  
 



 
 

Held1195 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows many narrow walls from 11 to 1 o’clock, perhaps from a collapsing hill. At 
2 o’clock there are regular marks in the wall perhaps from pillars or arches. At 4 
o’clock there may be a collapsed hill with a visible room. B at 12 o’clock show an 
eroded wall connecting in a T intersection. At 7 o’clock is a star shaped wall, there 
may be an entrance at 3 o’clock. C shows many walls in a collapsing hill at 7 o’clock, 
also at 6 o’clock second leg. At 4 o’clock is a forked wall. D shows more walls. 
 



 
 

Held1196 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parallel wall is connected at A at 1 o’clock, two walls come out of the hill and 
connect at 2 o’clock. B shows a collapsed part of the hill at 12 o’clock C may be a 
collapsed hill at 10 o’clock, an entrance is at 8 o’clock. At D at 7 o’clock the hill has a 
cavity, the wall at 6 o’clock is highly eroded.  
 



 
 

Held1198 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows an angled turn into a connection at 7 o’clock, a double wall at 9 o’clock 
where the center collapsed. The intersection at 4 o’clock connects to a cavity in the 
wall to its right. B at 1 o’clock shows an intersection with a more acute angle than 
most walled fields, there is a gap or entrance at 11 o’clock. At 3 o’clock a wall comes 
out of the hill. C at 1 o’clock may show a collapsing segment of the hill, another at 4 
o’clock. D shows a wall that abuts the side of a hill at 6 o’clock, another acute angled 
intersection at 9 o’clock. E and F up to A show many parallel narrow walls, this may 
have been a river scouring the ground in one direction, then walled off.  
 



 
 

Held1199 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows two walls coming out of the hill, then merging with walls coming out of it 
at right angles. To the right are narrow parallel walls. Another merging of walls is at 
1 o’clock, a forked wall is at 3 o’clock. B from 9 to 1 o’clock shows a walled area like 
a rectangle, more parallel narrow walls at 2 o’clock. C shows a collapsed part of the 
hill at 4 o’clock, an eroding wall from 8 to more eroded at 1 o’clock. D shows smaller 
walled fields. 
 



 
 

Held1201 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The main point of interest here is the many narrow parallel walls, for example four 
at C at 5 and 7 o’clock, and another four D at 7 o’clock. Each is intersected by another 
wall, perhaps if they are tubes to move from one to the other. E at 12 o’clock shows a 
narrow wall that goes through a thicker wall to B at 7 o’clock.  
 



 
 

Held1202 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a double wall at 4 o’clock like the wall had been hollow, this continues as a 
narrow wall at 5 o’clock. At 7 o’clock may be the remains of an eroded wall, it may 
have connected to the hill further up the image onto an eroded wall segment there. 
At 2 o’clock the wall has a flatter surface, it connects to a narrow collapsed tunnel in 
the hill. C shows another double wall or collapsed hollow wall. D shows a collapsed 
segment in the wall at 8 o’clock, a layered hill like a Cobler Dome at 6 o’clock, and a 
wall in better condition from 12 to 3 o’clock. E from 4 to 7 o’clock may be a collapsed 
hill. F shows walls in good condition.  
 



 
 

Held1203 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a smaller walled field, and a narrow curved wall at 5 o’clock going into it. B 
shows a T intersection at 1 o’clock, perhaps an entrance at 5 o’clock. C shows eroded 
narrow walls, D shows regular pillars or arches in the eroded wall also in the wall to 
its left. E shows an eroded wall at 10 o’clock, a narrow wall at 2 o’clock. F shows a 
collapsed hill at 7 o’clock, perhaps another segment at 8 o’clock.  
 



 
 

Held1204 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The area between A, B, and D looks like a collapsed hill. D at 9 o’clock points to a 
rectangle, at 7 o’clock to a triangle. B at 11 o’clock shows a wall intersection, at 5 
o’clock a collapsed hollow wall. C shows the insides of a collapsed wall between 10 
and 2 o’clock. E and F show more eroded walls, G looks like a collapsing hill.  
 



 
 

Held1204a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Three parabolas are shown. 
 

 
 



Held1205 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows walls not connected to any hills, one wall goes into a small hill at B at 7 
o’clock. At 11 o’clock it appears to be a collapsed hill with these walls cross crossing 
like interior supports. C looks like a collapsed hill with its boundary similar to the 
rest of the hill.  
 

 
 

Held1205a  

 

Hypothesis 

 
The former hill boundary is a parabola. 
 



 
 

Held1206 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows one wall going into the hill, another to its right outside it, then with a sharp 
angle going down to C at 12 o’clock. The two walls at C also go into the hill. C shows 
a nexus at 10 o’clock, a small curve at 12 o’clock is too small to overlay but is 
probably a parabola. The wall at C at 3 o’clock goes up through two other walls into 
the hill next to the enclosure at D between 5 and 7 o’clock. Above E the grooves may 
be collapsed tunnels, they connect to walls as shown. F has more irregular walls. 
 



 
 

Held1207 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a network of walls going into a small hill to its right. Others come out at B 
and D connecting to the larger hill. C and E show more walls going into the hills, the 
grooves on the larger hills may be collapsed tunnels. 
 



 
 

Held1208 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A at 9 o’clock shows concentric curves, at 1 o’clock squarish walls and at 3 o’clock a 
collapsed tunnel. B shows more tubes going into the hill, C shows walls forming a 
tangent to a collapsed part of a hill. D at 9 o’clock shows a collapsed tunnel that 
becomes a wall, implying some walls are tubes. 
 



 
 

Held1209 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a network of walls connecting into a parabolic hill. B follows a walls at 3 
and 4 o’clock going into the hill, then at an angle going out at C into another wall. C 
shows many walls perhaps part of a collapsed hill. D at 12 o’clock shows thick walls 
which may be a collapsed part of the hill, unlikely to be useful for farming. E, F, and 
G follow more walls. 
 



 
 

Held1209a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 
 

 
 



Held1210 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows an eroded wall from 11 o’clock appearing to go into the small hill at 1 
o’clock. A small wall here goes under the larger wall to the right over to E at 6 and 8 
o’clock. At 12 o’clock an eroded wall goes into a hill with many collapsed tunnels. C, 
D, F, and G show the ground has lines going across the page as if there was a river 
flowing through here, but the walls would stop this flow. It implies the walls were 
built over a previous flow of water. H shows a merging of two walls at 10 o’clock, 
this then crosses a wall at F at 1 o’clock. 
 

 
 

Held1210a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A parabola is shown. 
 



 
 

Held1212 

 

Hypothesis 

 
These walls are highly eroded, Between A at 4 and 7 o’clock there is an entrance 
between the walls. B shows a wall on its end at 8 o’clock like a hammer shape. At 5 
o’clock there is a walled enclosure, to the left of this two parallel walls as another 
entrance. C shows a wall going into a small hill from 11 to 1 o’clock then coming out 
at 2 o’clock. D shows a rounded enclosure above a hill. 
 



 
 

Held1212a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Two parabolas are shown. 
 

 
 



Held1213a 

 

Hypothesis 

 
The parallel walls appear to go through the thicker wall from A to B then up to C. D 
shows collapsed parts of the hill. 
 

 
 

Held1213d 

 

Hypothesis 

 
A shows a rounded enclosure like a parabola, the wall at 2 o’clock going up to B has 
regular dots along it like pillars. If random these should vary in width. B may be 
another small parabola at 3 o’clock, there is a nexus at 7 o’clock. C shows more of 
these walls parallel to the hill side. D shows a wall going through a much wider one. 
E shows a nexus at 7 o’clock, a wider wall like a habitat at 8 o’clock. F and G show 
more walls. 
 



 
 

Held1214 

 

Hypothesis 

 
Above A there are walls inside the hill, this implies they are interior supports there. 
A at 3 o’clock shows the wall is hollow like a tube. At 4 o’clock the join is flat on the 
top. At 10 o’clock the end of the large wall has two smaller ones coming out of it, one 
going into the hill. B shows a collapsed tube with a groove down it like it is hollow. 
C at 9 o’clock shows a degraded wall with a break or entrance in it. The intersection 
at 3 o’clock appears to have the more vertical wall passing over the other one. D 
shows some straight thinner walls forming a rectangle. E shows more collapsed 
segments of the hill, a tunnel at 7 o’clock. F shows a tunnel at 11 o’clock going into 
the wall which goes up to B.  
 



 
 


